
Wahana Visi Indonesia (WVI) is a Christian 
humanitarian social organization working 
to bring sustainable transformation in the 
life of children, families, and community 
living in poverty. WVI dedicates itself to 
cooperate with the most vulnerable 
community regardless their religion, race, 
ethnic, and gender.

Since 1998, Wahana Visi Indonesia has 
been implementing community 
development programs focusing on 

children. Millions of children in Indonesia 
have obtained the benefits of the WVI 
assisted programs.

WVI emphasized the development 
programs which are long-termed by 
using an approach of sustainable area 
development or Area Development 
Program/ADP through the operational 
offices in the WVI-assisted areas. In 
2016, WVI committed to continue the 
assistance to more than 80,000 children 

scattered in 61 service points in 13 
provinces in Indonesia.

WVI program coverage for children 
focuses in 4 sectors, namely, health 
sector, educational sector, economic 
sector, and child protection.
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The improvement of human life quality becomes one of the objectives of the Indonesian 
Governmental Nawa Cita programs this time. Wahana Visi Indonesia (WVI) believes that children 
become part of human beings whose life quality should be improved. Unfortunately, children often 
become the most vulnerable and ignored party so that they do not obtain attention in the process 
of the development of life quality itself.

Positioning children as the priority of the beneficiary become the basic guideline in each sustainable 
development program implemented by WVI. Child well-being becomes the objective of every 
program in the sectors of education, health, economy, child protection which are implemented in 
13 provinces in Indonesia.

Striving for avoiding children from deadly and infectious diseases, 
improving child’s reading and writing skill, developing domestic 
financial management, and strengthening parents’ function in 
educating and protecting children becomes our global objectives in 
2016.

We are grateful that so far we have been able to keep our faith to 
position children to be the focus of every cross-sector development 
program. We are thankful for the support from various parties 
including the central government, the local government, institutions, 
private parties, and individuals in and outside the country in the 
program implementation this year.

The same hope to realize the child life which is more quality 
becomes the motivation to keep move forward next year. Let’s 
continue this collective fight, improving Indonesian child life, who we 
love, to be the full life.

Ruddy Koesnadi
Chair - Board of Trustees of Wahana visi Indonesia
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The potential to grow exists within every community, including children. Seeing that every 
child is able to develop his/her potentials and abilities to reach the fully complete life becomes the 
ideal needing struggling.

The spirit to reach the ideal always becomes the fire in the Wahana Visi Indonesia services to 
children, families, and community. So far, for almost 20 years WVI has been trusted to be the 
community partners in keeping alive the spirit to progress and develop together for children’s 
sake.

The increase of domestic economic income, the improvement of 
child’s ability to read and write, village-based system development for 
the improvement of the health quality and child protection is parts of 
lots of progresses achieved by the WVI-assisted community. The 
increase of children’s insight and experience through their 
participation in Children Forum has become an effective media for 
increasing their life skill for their future.

We are grateful that so far WVI has been able to be trusted by 
the community to become a working partner in realizing 
collective vision for the well-being of the children, families, and 
community. We also appreciate the supporting partners, 
including the central and local government and donators both 
from this country and from other countries, for every 
contribution to the improvement of Indonesian children.

Our commitment to assist and improve the community 
well-being, especially children in the next year will always be 
firmly held. We believe that all of these collective efforts will 
bring a progress for our beloved Indonesian children’s future.

 
Doseba Tua Sinay

National Director of Wahana Visi Indonesia
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WVI program coverage for children 
focuses in 4 sectors, namely, health 
sector, educational sector, economic 
sector, and child protection.

Experience of more than 
20 years in empowering 
the community

Most-trusted partner of 
the International World 
Vision

Integrated multi-sector 
programs

Winner of Millennium 
Development Goals 
(MDGs Award)
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SDG 02 
Zero hunger

SDG 03
Good-health and 

well-being

SDG 06
Clean water and 

sanitation
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CLEAN WATER AND SANITATION 
Children are the succeeding generation who requires good health growth and 
development. Besides making efforts to avoid them from malnutrition and diseases, 
WVI also focused on providing access to clean water and sanitation to create healthy 
life practices.

HEALTH SECTOR 1



BENEFICIARIES

51,660 under-five-year children

1,067 mothers 

86 pregnant mothers

62,206 households – 
for the WASH* Program
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EFFORTS MADE BY WVI

69,206
children gained 
benefits from 

WASH* program

* Water, Sanitation and Hygiene/
WASH program

** Open Defecation Free

WVI for Health in 2016
2,354
households

declaring ODF**

888
households 
constructing 

public toilets

1,257
households 

owing access to 
clean water

Wahana Visi Indonesia (WVI) implemented various health programs to address some 
health issues in Indonesia. Based on the global nutrition report in 2015, Indonesia still 
encountered a big impact of malnutrition. Some health programs were implemented by WVI 
to increase the health of children and families during 2016.

Training on Infant & Young 
Child Feeding (IYCF) to 

444 health cadres

Training about Maternal-Child Health (MCH) 

related to HIV AIDS to           127 health cadres

Malnutrition 
rehabilitation 
program

Monitoring children’s 
growth and development

Community-based 
prevention against 
Malaria

Integrated 
Management of 
Childhood Illness (IMCI)

Assisting the community to obtain 
an access to clean water
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“Filling in the assessment card implemented in the Citizen Voice 
and Action program helps the community to be frank about what 

they feel and experience in the service facilities.”

Antonius Luju, Nita Village Head

WVI implemented the Citizen 
Voice and Action (CVA) approach 
through Global Partnership for 
Social Accountability (GPSA) 
program, supported by the World 
Bank. The Citizen Voice and 
Action is an approach to the 
social accountability promoting 
the participation between the 
community and government to 
increase the services of health, 
education, and services in other 
sectors.

WVI implemented the Citizen 
Voice and Action (CVA) approach 
through Global Partnership for 
Social Accountability (GPSA) 
program, supported by the World 
Bank. The Citizen Voice and 
Action is an approach to the 
social accountability promoting 
the participation between the 
community and government to 
increase the services of health, 
education, and services in other 
sectors.

For the spirit to build the transparency and accountability of the village government, and 
to increase the participation of the village citizens, Nita village was appointed to be the 
Best Village of Indonesia by the Home Affairs Ministry and also Nominee Village of the 

Tempo Magazine for the category of the Village with Budget Openness in 2016.

 “For the implementation of Citizen Voice and Action, now Pustu* and 
Posyandu run better. The health cadres are diligent to invite pregnant 
and breastfeeding mothers to check their pregnancy to Posyandu,”

Mardis Nope, citizen of Hueknutu Village, Kupang District

GPSA PROJECT

Wahana Visi Indonesia (WVI) is a Christian 
humanitarian social organization working 
to bring sustainable transformation in the 
life of children, families, and community 
living in poverty. WVI dedicates itself to 
cooperate with the most vulnerable 
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development programs focusing on 
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have obtained the benefits of the WVI 
assisted programs.

WVI emphasized the development 
programs which are long-termed by 
using an approach of sustainable area 
development or Area Development 
Program/ADP through the operational 
offices in the WVI-assisted areas. In 
2016, WVI committed to continue the 
assistance to more than 80,000 children 

scattered in 61 service points in 13 
provinces in Indonesia.

WVI program coverage for children 
focuses in 4 sectors, namely, health 
sector, educational sector, economic 
sector, and child protection.

* Puskesmas Pembantu (Supporting Community Health Centre)

The results:
 Increasing the population understanding about minimum health 
services.

 Increasing trust and openness among the population in giving 
suggestions to the service provider and government.

 Openness of the health service provider in accepting input from 
the community aiming to increase the quality of the health services.
 
Nita Village in Sikka became one of the villages implementing the 
Citizen Voice and Action system.

60 Villages 
in 3 Districts: Kupang, 

TTU, and Sikka became 
the model area of GPSA 

project



“I am proud and happy 
as the community has 

understood the 
importance of health for 
children. My hope is that 

all children in this 
kampong have exclusive 
breast milk, so that they 

will not undergo 
malnutrition, but their 

health is good!”

Nordhita (31), a cadre of 
MNCHN (Maternal 

Newborn Child Health and 
Nutrition) project, 

Jayawijaya
* Project focusing on the 
health and nutrition of 

mothers, babies, and U-5 
children.

 “Previously the water source was far and 
difficult to reach; I often wore less clean 
uniform and sometimes went to school 
without having a bath first. Now, clean 
water has already been able to access well. 
My school uniform is cleanly washed, and I 
have regular bath.”

Eltrisman (10), Citizen of Lologolu Village, Nias.
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SDG 04
Quality 

education

2
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CONTEXTUAL CHARACTER 
WHICH BUILDS NATION
WVI assisted teachers to relate the materials which are taught with 
local wisdom values possessed by the area to enable the students 
to apply their knowledge in developing their characters.

EDUCATIONAL SECTOR 



The percentage of the number of children in Wamena, Papua, able to 
understand the reading material well through QUEST* programs has increased 

from  38% % in 2015 to  45% in 2016.

274
274 PAUDs (Early Childhood 

Care & Development)

213
schools

263
children groups

56,892 
children

 “It will become a note for us in the discussion with parents. The children 
who are not yet able to read well, should be informed to the parents 

slowly so that they can assist their children to study more often.”

Mama Yosina Deda, a cadre of child assistance in Ayapo Village, Papua

WVI MAIN PRIORITY 
IN THE EDUCATION SECTOR:

Increasing the number of children able 
to read until the age of 11

WVI provided assistance for: 

Literacy and reading comprehension1
WVI interventions:

* Qualified Elementary School Project (A project aiming to increase the basic education management). 



 “It should not require a lot of cost to realize the Green School. 
We made a proposal addressed to the Agriculture Office for the 
plant seed procurement in school and the proposal was agreed. 

We were also active to seek for fund source from the 
government or private party if possible, not merely passively 

waited for the aid from the foreign.”

Mr Manalu, School Headmaster, SDN 42 Petai Bejambu

Child’s character change is indicated by the change in:

3,000 children 100 teachers30 schools

Non-Formal Education2

Character Building3
Character building is implemented contextually in some schools assisted by Wahana 
Visi Indonesia. The contextual character building motivates teachers to participate 
more and to be more interactive in teaching so that the local wisdom values can be 
well-delivered to the students and change their character.

Self Harmony Natural HarmonyOther People 
Harmony

• Sokola 
Nononiha 
in Nias

Green School 
in Sambas

Shining Equator 
Education in Pontianak

Harmony 
Education di Poso

Kulababong 
Education di Sikka Matop Mafit 

Education in TTU

Green Harmony 
School in  Singkawang

Hubualamo Education  
in Halut

Wamen Yup 
Education  in 
KeeromPakima Hani 

Hano Education 
in Middle 
Mountain

Boven Digul 
Mindiptana 
Typical Education Katane A Atin 

Education  
in Maro

Dodara Ngofa 
Education 
in Ternate

Non formal education is an approach carried out to develop child’s life skills through 
the talent and interest activities. These activities are done outside the school time and 
accommodated by the community.
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“Previously, before accepting assistance, our school was 
dirty and not interesting for children to go to school. 
After the assistance and training, we, the teachers has 
begun to change our way of teaching so that the children 
are happy in our school,” 

Iyus, Headmaster of SD Negeri Sasak 07
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ECONOMIC SECTOR

SDG 03
Good health and 

well-being

SDG 08
Decent work and 
economic growth

SDG 10
Reduced in 
equalities

3
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ACCESSING ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
The development of agriculture and animal farm, domestic financial management and 
equipping the teenagers in encountering economic opportunities become WVI main 
focus in implementing the economic programs to prosper the children’s life.

SDG 02 
Zero hunger

SDG 01 
No poverty



1

1

The details of Economic Development Programs

WVI FIGHTS FOR ECONOMIC SECTOR

Economic and agricultural development to increase 
the domestic income in meeting their child needs.

2 Opening access to economic opportunities for teenagers

28
areas

18,498 
households

213
teenagers

Implemented in:

Local Value Chain 
Development
LVCD in the form of agricultural 
development in villages  

28 
project areas

7,604
households

• Increasing product quantity and quality, and the selling price to come up with 
  the increasing farmer’s income
• Main commodity: rubber, cocoa, peanut, Javanese Tamarind, vegetables 
  and livestock
• The products are sold in the collective marketing system 

 “I believe that commodity collective marketing is indeed 
advantageous for the farmers and animal farmers. Now we, the 

cattle owners, do not have to get some losses as we can sell our 
cattle ourselves without the help of some middlemen.”  

Antonius Ato (50), cattle raiser from Oeneny Village, Central Bikomi 
Sub district, North Central Timor District, East Nusa Tenggara
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2015   2016
60

94

ASCA Group

2015   2016

77,935 USD
  

(  Rp. 1,041,055.73)

111.729 USD 
 

Rp. 1,492,475.98

ASCA group asset

2015   2016
1,214 

2,179 

ASCA members 
and child savings

2 Domestic management 
(in the form of savings) in the urban and 
village area

12 
project areas

10,894 
households

Implemented through saving activities named Accumulating Saving & Credit Association (ASCA), 
the form of this savings and loans which is open for all people is easy to access and organized. 
It is the result of the collaboration of WVI with banks and Micro Financial Institutions.

In 2016 the activities of child savings and ASCA were implemented in Jakarta, 
Simokerto and Surabaya, Susukan, Nias, East Sumba, West Sumba, South Central 
Timor, North Halmahera, Touna (Tojo Una-una), Sigi, and Palu.

 “I have been followed ASCA for just 10 months, but I 
have felt the benefit. Now I am accustomed to saving 

and finally the business modal can be collected.”

Minarsih (38), Cilincing Flat tenant, Jakarta

* Savings and Loan Association for Child Well-being
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 “During the training in the Owner Class, we were trained to be an 
entrepreneur; how to sell; to seek for products, to market the 
products, to calculate the profit margin and develop monthly report. 
We were also introduced with the marketplace to be able to expand 
the market. Now at least there are five orders every week,” 

Rizal Gibran (19 y.o), Winner of the Owner Class for Young Project, Jakarta, 
who focuses on selling mobile phone accessories.

3 Youth Program

Vocational 
trainings

4 projects

87 teenagers

Young 
entrepreneur 

6 projects

126 
teenagers

2015   2016
33

69

Entrepreneurship Program through 
YOUNG Project* in Jakarta

2015   2016
21

57

Entrepreneurship Program through 
YEAH** Project in Surabaya

Partners: 
• 4 Vocational Schools, Jurus Langit Academy, Yuyun Culinary and Prestasi Junor in 
entrepreneurship training to 173 teenagers.
• Surabaya Urban Government through Community Empowerment Board and Family Planning 
(Badan Pengembangan Masyarakat & Keluarga Berencana / BAPEMAS & KB) to obtain the 
business license and product standards, and to provide product selling booths in the City Hall.

* Project of vocational development for Jakarta teenagers through the 
programs of Entrepreneurship Class, Course Class and Diploma Class.
** Youth Entrepreneur Academy by Hanwha
Economic development project for young entrepreneur in Surabaya.
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CHILD PROTECTION 

SDG 16
Peace, justice and 
strong institutions

4
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FULL OF LOVE AND SECURE
Families and community who are full of love and the secure 
environment influence the child’s character growth and 
development. WVI opens Children Forum, empowers the Child 
Protection Committee, and strives for pro-child policies to 
increase the child protection system.



46,622
children accepting child 

protection program 
assistance

43,399 
children

Life Skill, Character and 
Value Development Civic Education Leadership and 

Organizational Skills

1,656
children feel the impact of 
cultural revitalization which 

prioritizes child rights
getting involved in the 

Community-based Child 
Protection

1,567
children

4,960
adults

&

Children Forum is a media for the participation of under-18-year-old children 
to voice their aspiration, opinions.

Children forum aims to increase child’s capacity in 3 aspects:

Children Forum1
WVI INTERVENTION

 “Now I am more confident to speak in from of the public. 
Previously, I was shy to speak in front of those I know, let alone in 
front of the public.”  

Ritlam (16), a member of Children Forum in East Sumba

25 children forum assisted by WVI
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Forming and empowering Village Child Protection Committee (Komisi Perlindungan 
Anak Desa/KPAD) to provide social service of child protection. Through KPAD, 
parents and caretakers can report every form of suspicion about violence against 
children and the village owns a local mechanism for child protection.

Child Protection System2

 “Before I attended the socialization, I had applied authoritarian 
parenting practice, the child was often beaten when making a mistake 
as it was our tradition. After I had learned the child parenting, I changed 
the way to educate the child, I began to understand that in the family 
there should be any compromise and discussion, and role sharing.”

Aleksander Toan, from Haulasi Village, North Central Timor District

8
Areas

4,960
Adults

1,567 
Children

In  2012 WVI-assisted Kelle Village in 
South Central Timor District, NTT 
province issued a village regulation about 
handling the violence against children and 
women. Besides, a Child Protection 
Committee was also formed in this 
village. For this regulation, the number of 
the violence against children and women 
cases could be decreased. And, Kelle 
Village became the nominee of Featuring 
Village by Tempo in 2016.

Village regulations about 
Handling the Violence 
against Children and Women
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Striving for a Pro-Child Policy3

132
Village 

regulations

The number of children obtaining the benefits:

Health

Education

Child Protection   

Economy

22,678,702 children

39
Local (District) 

regulations

11
Sub district 
regulations 

1
National 

Regulation

Total:      183 policies in         43 WVI-assisted villages

1,304,769 
children (0 -18 years old) 

have obtained benefits 
from the issued policy

22,678,702  
U-5 children have obtained 
benefit from the policy of 

the government in the 
national level in heath 

sector

4,591 children

1,119,650 children

851 children
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DISASTER RESPONSE 5
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STRENGTHENING THE 
COMMUNITY ENDURANCE
As a disaster response organization, WVI takes part 
in the attempt related with disaster. Four kinds of 
actions taken by WVI is disaster response, disaster 
risk reduction, adaptation to the climate change, and 
community livelihood recovery.

SDG 01 
No poverty

SDG 11 
Sustainable cities 
and communities

SDG 02 
Zero hunger

SDG 13 
Climate action



Child Protection and Education in the Disaster Situation, 
Child Friend Space (RSA), Framework of Accountability 
Program and Cash-based Program 

Smog Emergency 
Indonesian Response 

Disaster Response1
WVI Intervention

Immigrant Crisis in 
Benggala gulf

Alor Earthquake

Drought in 
East Sumba

Flood Response in 
Tawui Village, NTT

“The drought made my paddy with good grains die. In the 
previous year, the harvest could reach 400 to 500 kilogram. This 
year, it was about 100 to 150 kilogram. This aid (cash distribution) 
will be used for the seed preparation for the next plating season.”  

Jon Meha, citizen of Billa Village, East Sumba District

1,855 households

9,968 people 

10,395 children  

Drought Response 
Project in Indonesia
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Flood and 
Landslide in 

Garut

Eruption of Mt. 
Egon in Sikka, 

NTT

615 children enjoying Child-Friendy Car 
(mobile library)

500 packages for children 

491 school equipment packages

700 packages for families

Training for           35 cadres Infant & Young Child Feeding (IYCF), 

Promotion of Washing Hand with Soap (CTPS) in  

    13 schools, reaching         4.007 children.

WVI actively participated in 
the recovery post disaster of 
Mt. Egon. Some child 
activities which were carried 
out were like brushing tooth 
together and reading.
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DRR is done through Safe School Initiatives and Community Based 
Disaster Risk Management approaches.

Disaster Risk Reduction  (DRR)2

This was done through Nature Regeneration approach organized by the farmers.
Adaptation against Climate Change 3

This was done through skill training and incentive fund delivery.

Number of children assisted by 
WVI during the disaster 
response activities was: 

Livelihood (community livelihood recovery)4

“Our activity that was done together with WVI and Lutheran World 
Relief (LWR) in East Sumba is in term to improve livelihood of 
community resulting food shortage and extra ordinary drought  
during the past decade. The goal was to increase income of 
community through farmer’s activities.” 

Gerhard Eli Sebastian, Scientist in World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAFT)

“Previously, I wondered what the relationship between climate change, 
La Nina phenomenon and Dengue Fever (DBD) is. However, after 

following socialization of Dengue Fever preparedness in the La Nina 
Phenomenon and Dengue Fever Seminar, I understand. We have to be 
alert against the flood and the outbreak of Dengue Fever during rainy 

season, particularly in January – March 2017.”

Rizki Febri Rahmasari, staff of Environment Health of Puskesmas of 
Kampung Melayu, Jakarta

590
communities

received benefits through 
Safe School Initiatives

received benefits through Community 
Based Disaster Risk Management

This project that was conducted in East Sumba had given benefit for

               1.575 households.

75
adults

119
children

&

2015   2016

3,246 
people  

19,479
people  
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Let’s Support Breastfeeding!

“Doing two years breastfeeding for 
mother is more economic, the baby is 
healthier and smarter to make family 
well-being come true.” That was the 
national theme that was carried by 
Ministry of Health to celebrate The 
World Breastfeeding Week 2016 in 
August. Wahana Visi Indonesia (WVI) 
partnering with HSBC Bank supported 
the campaign through series of 

activities. The first activity was socialization of breastfeeding for baby until 2 years old in 
the Car Free Day event, in Surabaya, in the Taman Bungkul. The following activities was 
the same activity but in the different place, Pontianak City, West Kalimantan. Next was the 
talk show in the central office of HSBC Bank, in Jakarta. The talk show discussed about the 
importance of breastfeeding for children that was delivered by two source persons, those 
were Lia Atma, a public figure, and dr. Dewi Sukowati, the Health Specialist from WVI.

#BeraniMimpi 
activity to help South 

West Sumba to Realize 
Safe Water Access 

SUPPORT
FOR WVI

From March 24 to May 12, 2016, WVI collaborating with KitaBisa.com held online 
fundraising competition, #BeraniMimpi to raise fund to build a borehole well and 
Posyandu strengthening in Ate Dalo Village, Kodi Sub-district, South West Sumba 
Province. The top three winners who were successful to raise the biggest amount were 
invited to South West Sumba to share inspiration in Ate Dalo Village and all at once to 
enjoy the view of the beautiful panorama there. WVI also exhibited the 10 photos of 
Jerry Aurum, the famous photographer in shopping mall Gandaria City, South Jakarta 
within June 15-19 2016 to help people in Ate Dalo Village. Those pictures were taken by 
Jerry during his visit to South West Sumba.



CrossFit Support 
for KRA in Papua

The facilities in Posyandu in South Central Timor (TTS), East Nusa Tenggara (NTT) 
province were now improved. This was thanked to the donation of PT. Anugrah 
Pharmindo Lestari (APL) as IDR 16.800.000. The donation was handed by Lanny 
Anggraeni and Anantaningtyas Wikandani as the representatives of APL (the central and 
the right ones) and it was accepted by Hendri Arkhyanta, the reprsetatives of Wahana 
Visi Indonesia, WVI (the left one). Now, the equipments of  Posyandu in TTS was more 
completed and appropriate.

APL helped 
to provide 
Posyandu 

equipments 
in TTS
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To deliver Child-Friendly Village (Kampung Ramah Anak /KRA) in Papua, WVI 
collaborated with community of CrossFit for Cause in the activity of “Operation 
Broken Wing”. This activity had goal to raise fund for develop Library Boat (Perahu 
Pustaka) as a way to deliver KRA around Sentani Lake, Jayapura District. As long as 17 
minutes, the participants did workout to raise donation as much as possible for those 
who need. This effort had collected fund as IDR 45.251.980 for Perahu Pustaka 
development that will bring benefit for Papua children as their transportation to school.
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Thank you to our friends, the volunteers 
of HSBC and Bank Ekonomi

National Child Day 2016, Car Free Day Jakarta

"No one can do everything but 
everyone can do something"
The volunteer consisting of HSBC employees had 
done activities to support Posyandu Pintar (Smart 
Posyandu) program in Surabaya. The volunteers had 
painted the hall of RW 01 Simolawang, in  Surabaya 
that was usually utilized as a place to hold Posyandu 
services, library, PAUD and Posyandu for elderly.

Their activities were painting the wall of Posyandu 
Mawar 1 building in RW 04, Cilincing, North Jakarta 
Utara. This was to make more children and mothers 
aware on the importance of the growth monitoring on 
children through Posyandu.

HSBC and Bank Ekonomi supported the health 
program through Posyandu, using the first digital 
application that replaced child growth recording that 
was usually done manually.



“My Dream for Papua”
Concert 

Wahana Visi Indonesia (WVI) presented concert for Papua care titling “Mimpiku 
untuk Papua” (My Dream for Papua). The concert was collaboration between WVI and 
the Ministry of Women Empowerment and Child Protection (Kementerian Pemberdayaan 
Perempuan  dan Perlindungan Anak/KPPA). The event was celebrated by famous singers such 
as Edo Kondologit, Nowella, Vidi Aldiano, Funky Papua and Anak Papua vocal group. The 
goal of the concert was to increase the care of community toward the implementation of 
Child-Friendly Village (KRA) in Papua. WVI will implement KRA program to four other 
districts in Papua Province those are Jayapura, Biak, Jayawijaya, and  Merauke.

In this concert, KPPA had a chance to grand award to the initiators of KRA in the 
Districts of Jayapura, Jayawijaya, Biak Numfor, Merauke, Tolikara and Lanny Jaya. The 
awards were also bestowed to the government’s partners such as Wahana Visi Indonesia 
(WVI), PT. Body Shop Indonesia, PT. Trisula, PT. Sarana Multi Infrastruktur, Lembaga 
Penjamin Simpanan, Wana Artha Foundation, PT. Arya Noble and PT. Allianz Indonesia.
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The

‘GRATITUDE’ 
Concert of Sidney Mohede 

for Indonesia Children 

Sidney Mohede had come back to hold humanitarian concert titling “Gratitude”. The 
concert was the sequence of Sidney’s concert that was held early of the year. This time, 
Sidney together with his musician colleagues from JPCC (Jakarta Praise Community 
Church) Worship held concert in four big cities, those were Solo, Balikpapan, Jambi, and 
Palembang.

Through concerts in the four big cities, there were 1.329 children of Papua and East Nusa 
Tenggara (NTT), who were able to get assistance in Child Sponsorship program. During 
2016, there were 2.260 children of Indonesia in the remote areas had got assistance from 
child sponsorship program through “Gratitude” Concert with Sidney Mohede.
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Indah Hartati

That was the feeling of Indah Hartati (33) when she had a chance to meet directly 
her child sponsor, Rosalia (10), in the “Sponsor Visit Singkawang” activity carried out in 
September 2015. This woman from Bandung had three sponsored children, besides 
Singkawang, the others were from Jayawijaya and Sekadau.    

For Indah, the Child Sponsorship program of WVI was like a bridge of love, the love that 
builds positive relationship among others without discrimination. “My hope for 
(Indonesian) children is that they will be better and be valuable persons in this world.  
Hopefully WVI is always faithful and tiredness in building the bridge of love.”

“Amazing moment! I'm very grateful that I could 
meet her in Singkawang. Only for 1 hour, but we 

could share and build some connections. That 
connection encouraged me to live better and more 

grateful for God's blessing.”

Margareth Damanik

As sponsor for four children living in Merauke, Landak, 
Sikka and Halmahera Utara, Margareth Damanik (49) expected 
that WVI kept on doing to develop the nation’s children and 
never stopped. “Make the children courageous and joyful in 
learning and working together with the family, school and 
church. Keep on praying and working hard,” she said.
Margareth also attended “Sponsor Visit Singkawang” in 

September 2015. At that time, she met Jakaria (15), who now was not sponsored 
relating to the service period of WVI operational office in Singkawang was over.

TESTIMONY
OF CHILDREN SPONSORS
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“I was very grateful to be able to meet Jakaria directly who I knew from 
letters facilitated by WVI. I was joyful meeting him, sharing story and 
observing directly the condition of the boy who was healthy, cheerful and 
achieved in academic at school. Jakaria often became champion in his class 
and active in the activities of Child Forum in his village. Thank God, 
there was no burden at all supporting him. There was only happiness 
to be able to witness my sponsored children and other children in 
good condition,” explain her who live in Medan.



"Increasing quality of the life of Indonesian’s people and community’ is one of 9 priority 
agendas known as Nawa Cita, where the Ministry of Women Empowerment and Child 
Protection supports and participates with the main focus on the increasing of quality of 
life of women and children. Particular to the fulfillment of child protection, this is done 
by making development system which is base on the child right in Child-Friendly 
District/City (Kabupaten Layak Anak/KLA). In the implementation this system needs 
supports from various parties including NGO such as Wahana Visi Indonesia (WVI).

The effort done by WVI to mainstream the fulfillment of child rights in all fields of 
services brings meaningful contribution for the increasing of quality of children’s life in 
Indonesia. This was shown through initiatives done by WVI in supporting KLA in Papua, 
through Child-Friendly Village (Kampung Ramah Anak/KRA). 

“Let’s do this maximally to undertake fulfillment of child rights of 
Indoensia to deliver quality life for them, to make them able to face 
challenge in the future and to be leaders of Indonesia that we proud of."

 

Lenny Rosalin, Deputy of Child Growth and Development section, Ministry of 
Women Empowerment ad Child Protection.

“In HSBC, we are continuously building sustainability for long term business, one of 
those is by contributing in the environmental and community development to be better 
and more well-being. The partnership of HSBC and Wahana Visi Indonesia is done 

upon the similarity of vision and commitment to support community 
particularly children as the following generation to make them able to 
have access for healthy and well-being life. HSBC hopes that this 
partnership continuously brings significant impact and benefit for the 
community.”

Nuni Sutyoko, Head of Corporate Sustainability HSBC Indonesia
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TESTIMONY
OF PARTNERS  



World Bank values the collaboration with WVI and appreciates the good work 
it has been doing on Citizen Voice and Action project through Global Partnership 
for Social Accountability (GPSA) grant. WVI team shows tremendous commitment 
and professionalism that enables the project to stay on track to achieve the intended 
results and maintain its satisfactory rating. The project has provided valuable lessons 
learned for government and other stakeholders on mainstreaming social 
accountability for improving maternal and child health outcome. It demonstrates the 
positive experience in building trust and collaboration amongst local governments, 
service providers and community to improve coverage and quality of 
services. The project experiences have been shared in several high 
profile knowledge sharing events both globally and nationally. 
We hope to continue and expand the excellent collaboration 
in the future.”

Ali Winoto Subandoro, Health Specialist, World Bank – Indonesia

PARTNER
TESTIMONY  
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Province Government of DKI 
Jakarta Appreciates to the CLEAN-J 
project for CLTS of North Jakarta 

Clean, healthy and safe environment is one of the keys to 
deliver the appropriate life of children. One of efforts done by 
WVI was promoting Community Leads Total Sanitation in 
Jakarta areas.

The CLTS practices had been documented in the book of  
“Menerobos Keterbatasan, Berbagi Pengalaman Implementasi 
STBM di Jakarta Utara.” (“Breaking through the limit, sharing 

Nita Village: The National Best Village for Budget 
Transparency According to Tempo Magazine Version

Nita Village locating in Sikka District, East Nusa Tenggara has 
been chosen as one of Top Villages based on Tempo Magazine 
version in 2016 for Budget Transparency category. This village is 
assisted by WVI. The information around Budget both Income and 
Expense can be accessed by everybody through billboard and 
internet site. The openness of information was effort of government 
to involve community participation in controlling budget. 

“The community must be involved in the village development since 
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APPRECIATION
FOR WVI

experience in implementation of CLTS in North Jakarta”). This book informed the 
implementation of Community Led Total Sanitation for Child-Friendly City in North Jakarta 
(CLEAN-J) projects 2013 - 2015.

The documentation that was handed in June 2016 had got appreciation from Governor of DKI 
Jakarta, Basuki Tjahaja Purnama. According to Mr. Basuki, the documentation did not only give 
important learning in the implementation of urban sanitation system in four Clusters in 
Administrative Villages of Penjaringan and West Semper, but it also increased knowledge 
and awareness of community on the hygienic and sanitation behavior.

the beginning not only in the implementation,” explained Antonius H. Julu (45) the Head of Nita 
Village on the implementation of of the budget transparency during his governmental period.

Also in 2016, Nita Village was inaugurated as the Best Village in-Indonesia by Minister of 
Domestic Affair.



Yudi and Alya: the Indonesian children 
who contributed to the world

Alya (16) is one of children assisted by Jatinegara 
operational office of WVI. She participated in the 
conference of Habitat III in Quito, Ecuador as one of 
children speaker. Habitat III is 20 years-period conference 
of UNHABITAT, the United Nation agency focusing on the 
long-term urban development. This conference went on 
from October 15th -20th  2016.  

 “I emphasized on the importance of child participation in 
planning urban development. After all this time, I cannot see 
that children are involved in the community discussion, 
because we are assumed to know nothing and our opinion 
is too brief, whereas, the children are too part of the community. We shall be given 
space to express our opinion and make creation. Therefore, we will be busy with 
various positive activities and do not spend the time for harmful activities,” said Alya.

Yudi (17) is such a remarkable teenager from East Sumba. This boy actively 
participated in Child Forum of East Sumba (FAST) which is assisted by WVI of East 
Sumba Operational Office.

ACHIEVEMENT
OF CHILDREN  

In 2015, Yudi was chosen as representative to attend 
Disaster Reduction Risk Forum in Sendai, Japan from 
March 10th to March 18th 2015. He was also chosen 
to attend Climate Conference 2015 held in Paris in 
early of December 2015.

In Climate Conference 2015, Yudi expressed his 
opinion about the role of children in overcoming 
drought in his village.

“The positive habit of children that is supported by 
parents, teachers and also village government is one 
of care habit for environment,” said Yudi.
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Yali Inggibal Performed in Kick Andy Show

Yali Inggibal is from Air Garam Village, Wamena District, Papua Province. He got 
opportunity to perform in Kick Andy Show in April 2016.

The commitment and hard work of Mr. Yali had succeeded to build hygienic and 
sanitation practice in the Middle Mountain (Pegunungan Tengah) of Jayawijaya that was all 
at once got acknowledgment from Ministry of Health, Republic of Indonesia. Air Garam 
Village has declared itself as the village with Open Defecation Free.

To substitute the cement material which the price was Rp. 800.000 per sack, Mr. Yali 
used the residue of hearth (ashes) to make WC in his village.

"If God had give us an idea but we 
do not use it, this means we are 
wrong," explained this man who 
sometimes became Elementary School 
Teacher, if the teacher does not make to 
come.

Yali Inggibal (front row, the fourth from right) together with his friends and supporters 
after attending talk show in Kick Andy show at Metro TV Studio, May 2016
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WE ARE PROUD 
OF HIM  
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NETIZEN
COMMENTS 



 

83%

17%
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FINANCIAL
REPORTS  

International Funding

Local Funding 

45%

15%

8%

3%

13%
4%

2%
Rp

10%

Rp

Health 

Education  

Economy

Program that focused on children 

Disasters Response  

Study and Development  

Fundraising 

Management  & General Affair  
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SUPPORTING
PARTNERS



OUR VISION FOR EVERY CHILD,
LIFE IN ALL ITS FULLNESS;

OUR PRAYER FOR EVERY HEART,

THE WILL TO MAKE IT SO. 

www.wahanavisi.org
Wahana Visi Indonesia        @wahanavisi_ID

 Jl. Graha Bintaro Blok GB/GK 2 no. 09 
Pondok Aren, Tangerang Selatan

Telp. +62 21 2977 0123

 Margorejo Indah 3/ C 116 
Surabaya 60238

Telp: +62 31 847 1335
 Gedung 33 Jl. Wahid Hasyim 33 

Jakarta 10340
Telp. +62 21 390 7818

INDONESIA


